Javier Alejandro Garavaglia
Spatial grains – Soundscape No 1
acousmatic music for 134 speakers and 4 subwoofers plus ambisonics
Duration: ca. 31 min
This acousmatic piece was composed and presented live in concert at the end of the Spatial Audio Workshop
residency at Virginia Tech (Virginia, USA, August 10-14, 2015). The composition is based on only filed recordings of
birds, insects, water, rain, bells from San Marco in Venice and city sounds close to the Manhattan bridge in NY, etc.
Main goal during the residency was to test in a proper environment a new type of spatialisation (via MAX
programming) I have been working on since the fall of 2014 – Granular Spatialisation – which diffuses sound in HighDensity Loudspeaker Arrays (HDLAs). The residency offered the opportunity to spend time inside the CUBE concert
hall, Moss Arts Center, at Virginia Tech, which offers an HDLA of overall 147 speakers.
Granular Spatialisation translates those basic principles of granular synthesis to sound diffusion. The concept was
already presented for the first time it its first stages during the BEASTFeast 2015 in Birmingham (UK) in May 2015,
using the mini BEAST system.
The structure of basically 5 different levels of Virginia Tech’s CUBE (with speakers located on the ground, in the 1, 2
and 3 floors plus the grid on the roof) allowed for the granulated diffused sound to freely wander over the entire
space creating multiple space settings. At some moments, to the constant spatial granulation, ambisonics (in the
from programmed by Eric Lyon for the CUBE in MAX: cubisonics) was added, which constitutes a different
perception of those grain-based diffused arrays and therefore, further in the space in contrast to those sounds
locally diffused by grains by each of the CUBE’s loudspeakers. Inside the CUBE space, the piece was run via two main
MAX patches simultaneously in two computers (one for diffusion with Granular Spatialisation, the second for the
ambisonics/cubisonics systems, in order to avoid CPU peaks), with sound distributed mainly on arrays of 8 speakers
each, in order to generate not only grain-based diffusion of sound (normally, one grain per loudspeaker) for each
array, but also that each array would form in the end a full constellation of different sounds moving in the space,
using at times all 134 speakers, resulting in spatial clouds of grains.
As usual with this type of concert halls, the piece was specially programmed to be diffused inside the CUBE, and
therefore, although the composition can be replicated, it must be changed for different venues using different set
ups and number/types of speakers (and of ambisonics). Thus, programming via software environments such as MAX
offers the desirable flexibility, rather than, for example, producing a fixed media version for each venue.
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